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a b s t r a c t

The diffusion of Ag impurities in bulk 3C–SiC is studied using ab initio methods based on density func-
tional theory. This work is motivated by the desire to reduce transport of radioactive Ag isotopes through
the SiC boundary layer in the Tristructural-Isotropic (TRISO) fuel pellet, which is a significant concern for
the Very High Temperature Reactor (VHTR) nuclear reactor concept. The structure and stability of
charged Ag and Ag-vacancy clusters in SiC are calculated. Relevant intrinsic SiC defect energies are also
determined. The most stable state for the Ag impurity in SiC is found to be a Ag atom substituting on the
Si sub-lattice and bound to a C vacancy. Bulk diffusion coefficients are estimated for different impurity
states and values are all found to have very high activation energy. The impurity state with the lowest
activation energy for diffusion is found to be the Ag interstitial, with an activation energy of approxi-
mately 7.9 eV. The high activation energies for Ag diffusion in bulk 3C–SiC cause Ag transport to be very
slow in the bulk and suggests that observed Ag transport in this material is due to an alternative mech-
anism (e.g., grain boundary diffusion).

� 2010 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Tristructural-Isotropic (TRISO)-coated fuel particles are used in
high temperature gas cooled reactors as these particles are de-
signed to stay intact and retain fission products during operation
[1]. Considered from the inside outward, individual fuel particles
consist of a fuel kernel, usually UO2 (but can also be UCO), a porous
graphite buffer layer, a layer of pyrocarbon, a silicon carbide (SiC)
layer, and another pyrocarbon layer [1]. Over ten thousand TRISO
particles are then packed into a graphite matrix, which takes the
form of a pebble or a rod. The SiC layer provides structural support
and it serves as the primary fission product barrier for the fuel.
While TRISO coatings are effective in retaining gaseous fission
products, a number of experiments have reported an undesired
release of Ag from these particles under the high temperatures that
might occur during normal and accident conditions [1,2]. Such
release could result in deposition of Ag within the reactor, creating
significant maintenance and safety concerns. In particular, the
deposition of radioactive 110mAg within the system is a primary
concern for worker safety.
ll rights reserved.
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In order to achieve a reduction of Ag release from TRISO
particles, it is important to first establish the fundamental mecha-
nisms by which Ag is transported through SiC. To understand
possible mechanisms we begin by summarizing the existing mea-
surements and explanations of Ag diffusion in SiC. Diffusion coeffi-
cients for Ag in SiC have been determined based on at least three
methods. The first method fits the overall integrated Ag release
from a batch of TRISO fuel particles to a simple diffusion model
in order to extract an effective diffusion constant [3–6]. In these
experiments TRISO-coated fuel particles are first irradiated to burn
the fuel, then annealed at high temperature and the amount of fis-
sion product release is measured. Effective diffusion coefficients for
each layer are estimated by simulating Fickian diffusion through
the TRISO coating and by adjusting the diffusion coefficients to
match the experimental fission product release [6]. The second
method measures Ag diffusion through use of ion-implanted cubic
(3C) SiC samples [7,8]. Such experiments are in some ways more
straightforward to interpret than the integral release measure-
ments performed on TRISO particles as only SiC and Ag are in-
volved. The third method for measuring Ag diffusion uses a
diffusion couple, which puts Ag in direct contact with SiC and stud-
ies diffusion of the Ag into the SiC under different annealing condi-
tions [8,9]. The prefactors and activation energies for diffusion
coefficients reported from previous measurements are summa-
rized in Table 1. The first eight values in Table 1 are from integral
release measurements or ion implantation where Ag diffusion
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Table 1
Reported diffusion coefficients for Ag in SiC, in the form of D = D0 exp(�Q/kBT). The
temperature range shown gives the range of temperature values used to fit the
Arrhenius expression for D. The last two values are upper bounds on bulk Ag diffusion
coefficients estimated from the absence of observed Ag diffusion. All SiC samples are
polycrystalline except for one case Ref. [7] which is labeled ‘‘single xtal’’.

Reference D0 (m2/s) Q (eV) Temperature (K) Measurement

[3] 3.60 � 10�9 2.23 Not provided Integral release
[4] 6.76 � 10�9 2.21 1073–1773 Integral release
[5] 5.00 � 10�10 1.89 1273–1773 Integral release
[5] 3.50 � 10�10 2.21 1473–2573 Integral release
[5] 3.60 � 10�9 2.23 1273–1773 Integral release
[5] 6.80 � 10�11 1.83 1473–1673 Integral release
[6] 4.50 � 10�9 2.26 1273–1773 Integral release
[7] 4.30 � 10�12 2.50 1473–1673 Ion implantation
[7] single xtal D < 10�21 m2/s 1573 Ion implantation
[8] D < 5 � 10�21 m2/s 1773 Ion implantation
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profiles was observed. The last two values are from ion-implanta-
tion experiments on 3C–SiC samples where no Ag diffusion was
detected. The lack of any observed diffusion provides an upper
bound on the diffusion coefficients in bulk SiC.

In order to explain the values in Table 1 we now consider
possible underlying diffusion mechanisms for Ag through SiC and
TRISO particles. These mechanisms include solid phase transport
of Ag through SiC bulk and grain boundaries and vapor or surface
transport through pores and cracks (potentially with additional
contributions from transport through C layers in the full TRISO
particles). Each of the three types of experiments mentioned above
has advantages and disadvantages for elucidating Ag diffusion
mechanisms.

The first type of experiment mentioned above, integral release
[3–6] measurements, have the advantage of being extracted from
measurements performed on real TRISO particles but have the dis-
advantage of potentially being dependent on all diffusion mecha-
nisms and therefore difficult to analyze. Variation in integral
release diffusion coefficients between similar experiments done
with different SiC microstructures (values range from 8.44 �
10�18 to 1.85 � 10�16 m2/s at 1200 �C) suggests that the SiC micro-
structure plays a significant role in Ag diffusion and supports the
hypothesis that grain boundary transport may be the dominant
mechanism of Ag diffusion in SiC [6].

Ion implantation is the second type of experiment mentioned
above. Ion implantation studies are able to focus directly on Ag
transport through SiC but leave considerable damage during the
implantation process which is not prototypic of the damage caused
by neutron irradiation. This damage must be annealed out before
proper Ag concentration profiles can be obtained. Ion implantation
studies done on single-crystal SiC allow the investigation of Ag dif-
fusion in bulk SiC (such diffusion is generally called bulk or volume
diffusion), while ion implantation studies done on polycrystalline
SiC allow also for the investigation of grain boundary diffusion.
Friedland et al. [7] has done both types of ion-implantation exper-
iments and found that Ag diffusion was observed in the polycrys-
talline samples, but that no diffusion of Ag was observed in the
single-crystal experiments. These results again suggest that Ag dif-
fusion in SiC may be dominated by grain boundary transport. How-
ever, the values obtained by Friedland et al. are approximately 103

times smaller than those obtained from integral release, suggesting
other mechanisms may a play a role in the integral release data. In
addition, MacLean [8] argues that grain boundary diffusion is not
able to account for the spread in reported data as the ranges of
Ag diffusion path lengths required to describe all reported data
would be very unlikely. Specifically, MacLean points out that, un-
der the assumption of a single effective diffusion coefficient for
all types of grain boundaries, path lengths up to 13 times the thick-
ness of the SiC layer would be required to explain the data in terms
of changing grain boundary path length alone. In support of this
argument, experiments done by MacLean using ion implantation
on polycrystalline SiC showed no detectable movement of Ag in
SiC, even when the Ag was in contact with SiC grain boundaries.

The last type of experiment is the use of diffusion couples. In
addition to the ion implantation studies mentioned above,
MacLean has also done diffusion couple experiments with Ag and
SiC [8]. Diffusion couple experiments measure Ag penetration into
the SiC sample from which diffusion coefficients can be deter-
mined and allow us to look at the direct interaction between Ag
and SiC. In these experiments, Ag was placed inside a spherical
SiC shell and exposed to temperatures above 1050 �C. MacLean
observed no Ag penetration into the SiC shell yet noted there
was significant mass loss for Ag. MacLean has proposed that vapor
transport through mechanical structures (such as cracks or pores)
may be the dominant method of Ag transport in SiC.

The above discussion demonstrates that there is significant
uncertainty about both the diffusion coefficient and the diffusion
mechanisms of Ag in SiC. In order to better understand the diffu-
sion mechanisms of Ag in SiC, we use ab initio based modeling of
Ag defects and their mobility to determine the nature of the Ag de-
fect structures and the fundamental mechanisms and rates by
which these defects diffuse. This work focuses only on Ag diffusion
in bulk SiC. While it is expected that this diffusion will be slow
[7,8], the investigation will allow us to identify the key energies
associated with Ag migration in SiC. Once these energies are under-
stood, they can guide the ab initio investigation of more compli-
cated structures such as grain boundaries.
2. Methods

Ab initio calculations were performed using density functional
theory (DFT) and the projector-augmented plane-wave (PAW)
method [10,11], with the Vienna Ab-initio Simulation Package
(VASP) [12–15]. Exchange–correlation was treated in the General-
ized Gradient Approximation (GGA), as parameterized by Perdew,
Burke, and Ernzerhof (PBE) [16,17]. The PAW potentials were gen-
erated with the following valence electronic configurations: 3s2
3p2 for Si, 2s2 sp2 for C, and 5s1 4d10 for Ag. All calculations were
spin polarized and almost without exception, all defects exhibited
magnetic moments for some of the charge states investigated. Typ-
ical moments were less than one, but moments as high as three
were observed for Si-site related defects (for example, Si vacancies
and Ag on Si substitutionals). The Brillouin zone was sampled by a
Monkhorst–Pack k-point mesh of 6 � 6 � 6 for the 8-atom conven-
tional SiC cell, and the Fourier space k-point density was kept as
constant as possible for different cells. The energy cutoff was set
to 600 eV. Errors in energy convergence with respect to k-points
and cutoff was lower than 5 meV/atom. Bulk defect calculations
were done in a 2 � 2 � 2 supercell of the conventional cell contain-
ing 64 atoms for the undefected SiC system.

The equation for the formation energy of a defect is given by
[18,19]:

DEf ¼ Edef � Eundef þ
X

I

DnIðEI þ cIÞ

þ q EVBM þ Ecore
def � Ecore

undef

� �
þ lF

� �
þ EMP ð1Þ

In Eq. (1) Edef is the energy of the defected cell, Eundef is the energy of
the undefected cell, DnI is the number of atomic species I in the
undefected cell minus the number of the same species in the de-
fected cell, EI is the energy of atomic species I in its reference state
(usually bulk solid or gas), cI is the chemical potential of atomic spe-
cies I relative to its reference state EI (lI = EI + cI is the chemical po-
tential of species I relative to the reference state used to determined
EI), q is the number of electrons transferred to/from the electronic
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reservoir (negative for moving electrons from the reservoir into the
cell, positive for moving electrons from the cell to the reservoir),
EVBM is the energy of the valence band maximum in the undefected
cell (we assume the electron comes from/goes to a location far from
the defect), and lF is the chemical potential of the electrons (Fermi
level) relative to EVBM. The chemical potential of the electrons can
vary from the valence band maximum (lF = 0; p-type doping condi-
tions) to the conduction band minimum (lF = energy of the band
gap, Egap; n-type doping conditions).

Energy EI will be determined using ab initio calculations. The
term Ecore

def � Ecore
undef

� �
in Eq. (1) is an electronic potential shift term

[18,20], which is necessary to align the energy that would be ob-
tained for the valence band maximum of the defected cell if one
could measure it far from the defect (where the impact of the de-
fect would be negligible) with the energy of the undefected cell va-
lence band maximum. The shift assures that the Fermi level is
defined with respect to the same valence band level in both the
undefected and defected cells. In this work we determine the shift
of band structures by aligning low energy electronic levels (core-
like levels) in the density of states (DOS), following the approach
of Bockstedte et al. [21]. Ecore

def represents the core-like electronic le-
vel in the defected cell and Ecore

undef is the core-like electronic level in
the undefected cell. EMP is the correction proposed by Makov and
Payne [22] to correct for spurious interactions between periodic
images of charged defects in periodic systems. Both the mono-
pole–monopole and monopole–quadrupole corrections are used.

There is some uncertainty in estimating the corrections just
mentioned. The electronic alignment correction was done by align-
ing electronic states near the bottom of the average DOS of the
defected cell with that of the pure, defect-free cell. The shift deter-
mined by this alignment of low energy levels was consistent with a
shift needed to bring the projected density of states at an atom far
from the defect into alignment with the projected density of states
of an atom of the same species in the pure cell. The use of density
of state calculations to determine the electronic alignment has
been done in Ref. [21]. An alternative method of calculating the
electronic alignment is to use electrostatic potentials at sites far
from the defect. The difference between the electrostatic potentials
of an atom far from the defect in the defected cell and the pure cell
is taken to be the electronic shift. This method has been used by
Refs. [20,23]. However, for our calculations in SiC the shift pre-
dicted by the difference of electrostatic potential at an atom far
from the defect did not equal the shift predicted by an analysis
of the projected density of states at the same atom. The differences
in the predicted shifts between the two methods could be as large
as 200 meV. We choose to use the average density of states method
as it predicts a shift that consistently aligns the projected density
of states of individual atoms far from the defect to that of the pure
cell. We estimate an error in the electronic alignment of around
100 meV based on the discrepancy between the two methods just
described. The error in formation energies may be larger than this
because the correction is multiplied by the charge of the defect. For
example, if the shift had an error of 100 meV and a defect has a
charge of 3� (q = �3 in Eq. (1)), the defect would have an error
of 300 meV/defect.

Similar to the uncertainties is determining the band shift, cer-
tain approximations are used in obtaining the monopole–quadru-
pole term in the correction proposed by Makov and Payne. The
uncertainty in this term comes primarily from the step of calculat-
ing the defect-induced quadrupole moment within the defected
cell. In order to calculate the proper quadrupole moment, the cen-
ter of the charge distribution associated with the charged defect
must be determined [24]. It was found that using high-symmetry
points of the bulk structure (such as C and Si sites and tetrahedrally
coordinated interstitial sites) as the center of the charge distribu-
tion yielded the expected magnitude for the correction (<0.5 eV).
The final values used in our calculations were found by selecting
the lowest defect-induced quadrupole moment of the defected cell
from a set of quadrupole moment calculations where the center of
the charge distribution was considered at a series of typically 3–4
different high-symmetry points. The procedure used to find the
center of the charge distribution is not comprehensive and there-
fore may miss the true center of the charge distribution in complex
defect clusters where more than one atomic site is involved. This
possibility introduces a certain amount of uncertainty in the
monopole–quadrupole correction. One option to avoid the quadru-
pole term errors is to include only monopole–monopole terms, but
such an approach has been shown to yield a significant overcorrec-
tion of the electrostatic errors in some systems [20]. The error from
the choice of charge distribution center in the monopole–quadru-
pole correction term is estimated to be about 100 meV in a typical
defect calculation. This estimate is based on the spread in values
we see for different choices of the charge distribution center. Com-
bining all these effects suggests that energies for charged defects
can easily have errors of up to 0.5 eV/defect, and accuracy below
100 meV/defect is probably not reasonable to expect. The calcula-
tion of diffusion coefficients typically involves the addition of a few
of the key energies, each of which may have �0.5 eV/defect error
associated with them. Therefore, it is expected that activation
energies in calculated diffusion coefficients will have a comparable
error, possibly as high as �1 eV. Despite these errors we believe the
qualitative results of this work are robust. The central results of
this work are identification of the most stable defect states of Ag
in SiC and their mechanisms and qualitative magnitudes of diffu-
sion, all of which should be similar even under changes of energies
approaching 1 eV. The uncertainties associated with charged defect
calculations combined with those associated with other aspects of
ab initio modeling (e.g., the exchange–correlation function approx-
imations and pseudopotentials), can yield quite different results
when different groups calculate energies of the same charged de-
fects. We have used the best methods available that are practical
for the large number of energies that must be determined and
where possible, we compare our results to previously published
studies.

It is important to note that many defect reactions involve
exchanging atoms or electrons with an external reservoir, the sta-
bility of which is governed by a chemical potential. Therefore, the
formation energy of a defect can depend on the chemical potential
of Si, C, and electrons. The chemical potential of the electrons has
already been discussed above and is given by the Fermi energy.
The external chemical potentials of Si and C are interrelated and
can be bounded at equilibrium by stability considerations. In par-
ticular, the Si and C chemical potentials may not be higher than the
values of the bulk phases (graphite and bulk silicon) or these bulk
phases would form spontaneously and reduce the chemical poten-
tial. Furthermore, in thermodynamic equilibrium, the chemical
potentials of Si and C, lSi and lC, are related to the chemical poten-
tial of the SiC crystal by lSiC = lSi + lC. These constraints combined
provide upper and lower bounds on lSi and lC.

Here we give a quantitative description of the values for lSi and
lC which will be used in our calculations of defects. It is assumed
that the relevant energies of bulk Si, C and SiC can be described by
their ab initio calculated zero-temperature energies. We define EI

as the ab initio energy of the bulk phase of species I, ESiC as the
ab initio energy of bulk SiC, and Ef as the ab initio formation energy
of SiC (Ef = ESiC � ESi � EC = �0.44 eV/FU (FU = formula unit) in our
calculations). The constraints of equilibrium can now be shown
to give a range of chemical potential values for species I of
Ef < lI < EI. The chemical potentials are typically taken for three
types of conditions, corresponding to a SiC alloy that has excess
Si (Si rich), excess C (C rich), or a balance halfway between these
extremes, where the deviation of chemical potential from the bulk



Table 2
External chemical potentials for Si and C that will be used throughout this work.

Case lSi lC cSi cC

Si rich ESi = �5.44 eV ESiC � ESi = �9.65 eV 0 Ef = �0.44 eV
C rich ESiC � EC = �5.89 EC = �9.20 eV Ef = �0.44 eV 0
cSi = cC �5.67 eV �9.43 eV �0.22 eV �0.22 eV
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phase are equal for both Si and C (cSi = cC, where c is defined in Eq.
(1)). The l and c values for these cases are given in Table 2. In the
following text, results will be reported for both Si- and C-rich (and
in some cases also for cSi = cC) conditions. The Si- and C-rich cases
provide the bounds on the formation energy of defects with re-
spect to the Si and C reservoir chemical potential ranges. The
chemical potential of Ag is always set to the ab initio formation en-
ergy of bulk solid phase Ag metal.

In order to model Ag defect energetics in SiC, it is necessary to
identify the charge state of the Ag defects. The defect charge state
is given by the number of electrons (holes) that are associated with
the defect in addition to those obtained in a neutral DFT calculation
of the defected cell. These additional electrons (holes) are associ-
ated with states in the band gap. Possible charged defect states
are identified by adding electrons (holes) into the defected cell un-
til the added charges relax into the conduction (valence) bands, i.e.,
the additional charges are no longer associated with the defect. The
cases where the electrons (holes) do not relax to the conduction
(valence) band are the possible charged defect states. The most sta-
ble charge state for a given defect is identified as the one that has
the lowest energy at the given Fermi energy. In order to determine
if an added electron charge Dq = q2 � q1 is relaxing into the con-
duction band, the quantity DE/|Dq| (where DE = Ef(q2) � Ef(q1)
and E(q) is determined from Eq. (1) with lF = 0) is calculated and
compared to the ab initio band gap. If DE/|Dq| > Egap then the elec-
tron is assumed to have relaxed into the conduction band. In order
to determine if a hole is relaxing into the valence band, the
inequality DE/|Dq| > 0 is tested, where satisfying the inequality
corresponds to a hole relaxing into the valence band. Note that
Dq is negative for adding an electron and positive for adding a hole.

One complicating factor that occurs in applying the above test
for electrons being added to the cell is that the charge states of a
defect correspond to integral charges, i.e., Dq is an integer. How-
ever, DE/|Dq| is not constant with the magnitude of Dq. For exam-
ple, for pure SiC, adding Dq = 0.05 gives DE/|Dq| = 1.1 eV, very close
to the band gap of 1.07 eV we extract from our density of states.
However, adding Dq = 1 yields DE/|Dq| = 1.65 eV. The difference
is expected as the extra electrons are added into the conduction
band and fill empty states, raising the Fermi level and increasing
DE/|Dq|. This result demonstrates that DE/|Dq| > Egap could be ob-
tained even when the entire electron does not enter the conduction
band. In such a case the above test would identify the electron as
relaxing into the conduction band while instead it was perhaps
charging the defect. In order to identify cases where such effects
occur negative charge states were initially explored with integral
values, i.e., using Dq = 1 between all charge states. If the change
in energy going from state �q to �(q + 1) gives DE/(Dq = 1) >
1.65 eV then the electron was assumed to enter the conduction
band. If Egap < DE/|Dq| < 1.65 eV then the fate of the electron is
somewhat ambiguous, as it gains too much energy to be in a state
in the gap and too little energy to be entering the conduction band.
These ambiguous cases are perhaps due to levels that are quite
close to the conduction band minimum and hybridize at least
partly with the conduction band. In order to treat theses ambigu-
ous cases an additional calculation with Dq = 0.1 was attempted.
If DE/(Dq = 0.1) < Egap then the defect was assumed to have a stable
charge state �(q + 1). A concrete example of where an integral
charge addition had to be further investigated occurred for the Si
vacancy (VSi) defect. Calculations found that E V2�
Si

� �
� E V1�

Si

� �
¼

1:07 eV, yielding DE/(Dq = 1) � Egap. Thus a further calculation
with Dq = 0.1 (q = �1.1) was preformed and yielded DE/(Dq =
0.1) = 0.89 eV < Egap. The latter result suggests that the additional
electron is entering a defect state within the gap, and consequently
V2�

Si was assumed to be a possible charged defect state.
Finally, it should be noted that the computed gap of 1.07 eV is

quite far from the experimental value of 2.39 eV for 3C–SiC [25].
The under-estimation of the band gap is a fundamental shortcom-
ing of the DFT formalism. This discrepancy has at least three major
implications. The first and most serious implication is that some
negatively charged defect states, which should be placed in the
gap, may end up outside the gap because the electron relaxes into
the unphysically low conduction band. The second implication of
the gap error is that defect levels within the gap are likely to be
at the wrong energy with respect to the valence band. Therefore,
the predicted ionization levels within the gap shown in this work
are generally not reliable. There are a number of approximate cor-
rections to this problem (e.g., see discussions Refs. [20,26–29]). It is
unclear to what extent these correction schemes will help increase
the accuracy of defect and impurity formation energies in SiC, and
they have therefore not been used in this work. Instead, the data is
presented as calculated, with no band gap correction scheme. It is
also possible to use hybrid density functional or DFT-GW ap-
proaches to overcome these band gap issues [30–32], but these
methods have not been used in this work due to computational
limitations.

Finally, the third implication of the gap error is that a choice
must be made about which gap to use for the value of the Fermi
energy for n-type doping in Eq. (1). Energy values reported in this
work for n-type doping conditions assume that electrons come
from a conduction band separated from the valence band by the
experimental band gap of 2.39 eV. Choosing the experimental
gap for determining charge states in DFT calculations is a common
practice [21,33].
3. Results

3.1. SiC defect formation energies

In order to model Ag impurity diffusion it is useful to know the
intrinsic SiC defect energetics. Although other studies of such de-
fects have been previously reported, there is a large spread in the
published data. In order to establish a self-consistent set of data
for this work we perform calculations of intrinsic SiC defects with
the same methods as those used in our calculations of Ag energet-
ics. Table 3 contains defect formation energies for intrinsic SiC de-
fects and compares them to values found in the literature. Energies
for all possible defect charge states that can be formed (i.e., for
which the added electrons (holes) do not enter the conduction (va-
lence) band) are given, although only some may be stable over the
range of allowed electron chemical potentials. We report values for
n-type SiC (lF = 2.39 eV in Eq. (1)) as it has been found that as-pre-
pared is generally slightly n-type [34–37], but p-type doping con-
ditions can be obtained by subtracting the charge state (where
added electrons correspond to a charge state with a value less than
zero) multiplied by the experimental band gap (2.39 eV) from the
n-type formation energies. Only the most stable interstitials in
the n-type doping limit are reported, which are the Si–Si h1 1 0i
and C–C h1 0 0i split dumbbell interstitials. Mixed dumbbells were
also investigated but all were mechanically unstable except for the
C–Si h1 1 0i dumbbell, which had a formation energy of 7.64 eV for
the neutral case. This result for interstitials is consistent with find-
ings reported in Ref. [21]. We report values for the Si-rich, C-rich,
and cSi = cC chemical potentials (see Section 2).



Table 3
Comparison of SiC intrinsic defect formation energies. C-rich, Si-rich, and cSi = cC refer to reservoir chemical potentials and are described in the text. All literature sources except
for [21,33], which are for Si-rich conditions, use cSi = cC conditions. Energies are given in eV and are for n-type doping conditions.

Defect This work [21] [33] [38] [39]a [40]a [35]b [41]b [42]b

C-rich Si-rich cSi = cC

V2þ
C

6.96 6.51 6.73 6.03 5.66

V1þ
C

5.57 5.13 5.35 4.99

V0
C

4.64 4.19 4.41 3.73 4.30 3.47 2.77 4.8 4.53 4.11 4.50

V1þ
Si

9.53 9.97 9.75 10.7 10.7

V0
Si

7.19 7.63 7.41 8.33 8.45 7.62 7.79 8.45 8.17 8.01 7.80

V1�
Si

5.32 5.76 5.54 6.51 7.46

V2�
Si

4.52 4.97 4.74 5.93 7.01

C0
Si

3.15 4.03 3.59 3.84 4.06

Si1þ
C

6.72 5.84 6.28

Si0
C

4.45 3.56 4.01 4.56 4.46

Si–Si h1 1 0i+2 12.54 12.10 12.32 11.9
Si–Si h1 1 0i+1 10.64 10.20 10.42 9.93
Si–Si h1 1 0i0 9.20 8.75 8.97 8.56 9.40
C–C h1 0 0i+2 9.51 9.95 9.73 10.1
C–C h1 0 0i+1 7.76 8.20 7.98 8.37
C–C h1 0 0i0 6.51 6.95 6.73 6.71 4.53 7.00

a As quoted in [38].
b As quoted in [43].
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There are several points to make in comparing our data and that
in the literature. First, in the literature, only the C and Si vacancy
defects have been widely calculated, and there is an agreement
to within about 0.5 eV among different researchers on the values.
Other defect energies have no more than a few sources for compar-
ison, and often vary over many eV’s. Our values for the C vacancy
are on the higher end of the values reported in the literature. Our
values for the Si vacancy are on the lower end of the literature val-
ues. However, in both cases we are consistent with previous re-
sults, which lend support to the accuracy of our calculations. Our
C vacancy does not show the Jahn–Teller distortion that has been
found previously by a number of authors Refs. [21,33]. However,
our C–C h1 0 0i dumbbell interstitial does exhibit the Jahn–Teller
distortion described in Ref. [21]. In addition, there is a surprisingly
large range of values reported for interstitial defects, making it dif-
ficult to assess the accuracy of any of the values. The range of val-
ues for interstitials is so great that not even the order of stability of
interstitials is agreed upon. We are, however, within the range
found by other authors. Some of the differences between charged
defect energies reported here and those reported in the literature
could be due to our use of GGA for the exchange correlation where
literature sources used the local density approximation (LDA). In
general we agree with the quite thorough SiC study of Bockstedte,
et al. [21] on the most stable charge state of the defects in the n-
type doping limit. The one exception is for the C–C h1 0 0i split
dumbbell, where we predict the most stable charge state to be
neutral and Bockstedte, et al. predict a charge state of 1� to be
the most stable.
3.2. Ag Defect formation energies

Formation energies for Ag defects are listed in Table 4. As with
the intrinsic SiC defects, all possible charge states are shown. For
Ag defect clusters the binding energy is also given. The binding
energy is the energy change associated with the reaction of com-
bining the isolated point defects in their most stable charge states
into the cluster in its most stable charge state. This work has stud-
ied Ag interstitial and substitutional defects, including Ag-vacancy
defect clusters with up to two vacancies (Ag-vacancy clusters with
three vacancies were not considered as the two-vacancy clusters
were already less stable than the single vacancy clusters).
Ag formation energies as a function of electron chemical poten-
tial are shown in Fig. 1. In the n-type doping limit, Ag prefers to oc-
cupy Si lattice sites as opposed the C lattice sites, and prefers a
charge state of 3�. However, for p-type the Ag prefers to be on
the C site with a charge of 3+. Ag is somewhat larger than Si and
much larger than C (covalent radii are 1.59 Å (Ag), 1.20 Å (Si),
0.68 Å (C)[44]), which is consistent with positive charge states
(which create a smaller Ag atom) preferring C sites and negative
charge states (which create a larger Ag atom) preferring Si sites.
The ionicity of SiC (the covalent bond is 10% ionic due to the differ-
ent electronegativities of Si and C [44,45]) may also play a role, as
the ability of the Ag on Si substitutional defect to supply missing
electrons for the surrounding C atoms makes it energetically favor-
able for the Ag to form a negative charge state. As discussed in Sec-
tion 2, the possible charge states for Ag defects are determined by
finding the bounds past which additional electrons are placed in
the conduction band or holes in the valence band. Below we report
the stable charge states for each defect, and which charge state is
stable in the n-type doping limit. For example, the Ag on Si substi-
tutional can take on charge states of 1+, 0, 1�, 2�, and 3� and will
be found with a charge state of 3� in n-type doping conditions. The
addition of four electrons to the simulation cell places the extra
charge into the conduction band, and the 2+ simulation pulled
charge from the valence band. The Ag on C substitutional can take
on charge states of 3+, 2+, 1+, and 0 and will be found in the neutral
charge state in n-type doping conditions.

We have investigated a number of interstitial configurations,
among which only three structures were found to be mechanically
stable (i.e., other initial interstitial configurations relaxed to one of
these three structures): AgTC, AgTSi, and Ag–Si h1 1 0i dumbbell.
AgTC is a configuration where an interstitial Ag is tetragonally coor-
dinated between four C atoms. AgTSi is an analogous configuration
with Ag surrounded by four Si atoms. Ag–Si h1 1 0i is a dumbbell
configuration where Ag shares a Si lattice site with another Si atom
and the dumbbell is aligned along the h1 1 0i direction. We identi-
fied possible charge states of AgTC to be 1+ and 0. AgTSi has possible
charge states of 1+ and 0 and Ag–Si h1 1 0i has possible charge
states of 2+, 1+, and 0. All of these interstitials will be found in
the neutral charge state in n-type doping conditions.

The most stable Ag defect is actually a defect cluster that in-
cludes Ag somewhat relaxed off a Si lattice site and bound to a C
vacancy. This defect, denoted as AgSi–VC, was formed by placing



Table 4
Defect formation energies for Ag defects under n-type doping conditions. Numbers in Binding rows are binding energies for defect clusters relative to the isolated defects making
up the cluster. Numbers in bold are the most stable charge state for that defect under n-type doping conditions.

Defect Charge state

4� 3� 2� 1� 0 1+ 2+ 3+

AgSi

Si-rich 3.71 4.12 5.05 6.60 8.77
C-rich 3.27 3.68 4.61 6.16 8.33

AgC

Si-rich 7.39 8.10 9.40 11.18
C-rich 7.83 8.54 9.84 11.62

AgTC

Si-rich 10.49 11.17
C-rich 10.49 11.17

AgTSi

Si-rich 11.38 12.20
C-rich 11.38 12.20

Ag–Si h1 1 0i
Si-rich 10.91 12.18 14.46
C-rich 10.91 12.18 14.46

AgSi–VSi

Si-rich 9.99 10.58 11.80 13.53
C-rich 9.10 9.69 10.91 12.65
Binding 1.31 1.90 3.12 4.85

AgSi–VC–CSi

Si-rich 6.91 8.56 10.76
C-rich 6.03 7.67 9.88
Binding �5.03 �3.38 �1.18

AgC–VC

Si-rich 9.49 11.19 13.31
C-rich 10.37 12.08 14.20
Binding �2.10 �0.39 1.73

AgSi–VC–SiC

Si-rich 5.80 7.05 8.88
C-rich 6.69 7.93 9.76
Binding �5.67 �4.42 �2.59

AgSi–VC

Si-rich 3.46 5.32 7.69
C-rich 3.46 5.32 7.69
Bindinga �4.44 �2.59 �0.21

AgSi–2VC

Si-rich 6.44 7.59 10.29
C-rich 6.88 8.03 10.73
Binding �5.66 �4.51 �1.81

AgC–2VSi

Si-rich 7.18 7.37 8.12 9.39 11.40 13.70
C-rich 6.74 6.93 7.68 8.95 10.96 13.25
Binding �10.14 �9.95 �9.20 �7.93 �5.92 �3.26

AgSi–VC–VSi

Si-rich 6.65 6.84 7.55 8.99 10.97 13.40
C-rich 6.21 6.39 7.11 8.54 10.52 12.95
Binding �6.22 �6.03 �5.32 �3.88 �1.91 0.53

a To separate into Ag3�
Si and V0

C.

Fig. 1. Ag formation energies as a function of electronic doping level. Energies are
for Si-rich conditions. Only the most stable interstitial and two-vacancy clusters are
shown. Therefore, all other Ag interstitials are expected to lie above the AgTC line
and all other two-vacancy clusters are expected to lie above the AgSi–2VC line.
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Ag directly on a Si lattice site and removing one of the nearest-
neighbor C atoms as shown in Fig. 2. When the configuration is re-
laxed, the magnitude of the Ag displacement toward the C vacancy
is 37% of the Si–C bond length (1.89 Å) in an ideal 3C–SiC. The pos-
sible charge states of the AgSi–VC defect are 1+, 0, and 1� and in the
n-type doping limit the defect has a charge state of 1�.

A defect closely related to AgSi–VC is the cluster of Ag on C next
to a Si vacancy (AgC–VSi). However, this cluster is not stable and
transforms during relaxation to the configuration of AgSi–VC. Thus,
AgSi–VC and AgC–VSi relax to equivalent structures, and as the Ag is
closer to the Si site, we refer to this structure as AgSi–VC.

A defect cluster with Ag near a Si lattice site with two of the four
nearest-neighbor C atoms being vacant (AgSi–2VC) has also been
investigated. The unrelaxed structure of this defect is shown in
Fig. 3. There are six ways to orient this cluster within the SiC lattice
but they are all symmetry equivalent and consequently there ex-
ists only one symmetry distinct structure. When the configuration
is relaxed, the Ag is displaced 0.59 Å from the ideal Si lattice site



Fig. 2. Schematic picture of the unrelaxed AgSi–VC defect complex. Black, grey, and
white spheres correspond to Si, C, and Ag atoms, respectively. White squares
represent vacancies, in this case on a C site. An antisite defect is denoted with the
same symbol as the usual species on the lattice but with a double line boundary
(not shown here – see Fig. 5 for an example). These symbols will be used
throughout the figures in the paper and have the same meanings as here. Ag resides
on a Si lattice site. The four nearest neighbors of the Ag atom are represented by the
dotted lines.

Fig. 3. Schematic picture of the unrelaxed AgSi–2VC defect cluster.

Fig. 4. Schematic picture of the unrelaxed AgSi–VC–VSi defect cluster.

Fig. 5. Schematic picture of the AgSi–VC–CSi defect cluster.
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toward the center of the bond between the two VC, slightly favor-
ing one of the vacancies, but the relatively small displacement
means the Ag is still clearly associated with the Si site. Possible
charge states for this defect are 2+, 1+ and 0, with the most stable
charge state in n-type doping conditions being 0. The formation
energies for this defect are higher than for the AgSi–VC defect clus-
ter. However, the presence of another vacancy may allow lower
migration energies than for AgSi–VC and therefore the migration
mechanisms of this defect will be investigated.

The analogous defect cluster to AgSi–2VC with Ag centered on
the C site (AgC–2VSi) is only stable when calculations are con-
strained to keep the Ag exactly between the two Si vacancy sites.
If the Ag is allowed off this symmetry point, the Ag relaxes to fill
a Si vacancy to form a AgSi–VC configuration, leaving behind an un-
bound Si vacancy as depicted in Fig. 4. This configuration is de-
noted as AgSi–VC–VSi. AgSi–VC–VSi has the same possible charge
states as AgC–2VSi, which are 4�, 3�, 2�, 1�, and 0. The most sta-
ble charge state for n-type doping conditions is 4�. For all charge
states, AgSi–VC–VSi is more stable than AgC–2VSi by about half an
eV. Therefore, AgC–2VSi is an unstable configuration, and diffusion
analysis will not be done for this cluster. Instead, diffusion analysis
will be carried out for the stable AgSi–VC–VSi cluster and is given
below. However, the AgC–2VSi cluster will be considered as an acti-
vated state for the AgSi–VC–VSi cluster, effectively including its con-
tribution to Ag diffusion.

The energies for Ag substitutionals with a vacancy as the next
nearest neighbor on the same sub-lattice as the Ag are reported
in Table 4 and are important for the analysis of substitutional dif-
fusion. These are denoted at AgSi–VSi and AgC–VC. Both AgSi–VSi and
AgC–VC are mechanically stable but energetically metastable, and
under significant perturbations they collapse to more stable struc-
tures. Specifically, AgSi–VSi is unstable with respect to the forma-
tion of AgSi–VC–CSi under all doping conditions, which implies
that simple vacancy mediated impurity diffusion of Ag on the Si
sub-lattice via direct hops to Si vacancies does not occur. When
the Si vacancy approaches the AgSi defect, the C atom that is be-
tween the two falls into the Si vacancy, creating an antisite defect,
and the Ag moves toward the vacant C site (similar to in the geom-
etry of AgSi–VC), as shown in Fig. 5. Similarly to AgSi–VSi, the AgC–VC

defect is unstable to AgSi–VC–SiC (Fig. 6), although this is the case
only under the n-type doping conditions. Also similarly to the AgSi

case, this instability implies that simple vacancy mediated impu-
rity diffusion of Ag on the C sub-lattice via direct hops to C vacan-
cies does not occur in n-type doping conditions. Diffusion analysis
is therefore not done for Ag substitutionals in this work. Instead,
analysis of diffusion of AgSi–VC–SiC and AgSi–VC–CSi will be done
and is given below.

3.3. Migration barriers

Migration barriers that are needed for a diffusion analysis of Ag
in SiC are listed in Table 5. Barriers are calculated using the nudged
elastic band (NEB) method with at least three images in each case
unless otherwise noted. Barriers are determined for the most sta-
ble charge states under n-type doping. Barriers listed for point de-
fects (vacancies, substitutionals, and interstitials) are those directly



Fig. 6. Schematic picture of the AgSi–VC–SiC defect cluster.

Table 5
Migration energies for the most stable defects
under n-type conditions. The multiple barriers
listed for Si–Si h1 1 0i0 and C–C h1 0 0i0 corre-
spond to different individual hops, as explained
in the text. Some values for defect clusters are
only lower bounds on the actual barrier. Please
see the text for details.

Defect/reaction Barrier (eV)

V2�
Si

2.70

V0
C

3.66

Si–Si h1 1 0i0 1.48/0.83/1.13
C–C h1 0 0i0 0.67/1.42

Ag0
TC

0.89

AgSi—V�1
C

9.10

AgSi—2V0
C

P6.61

AgSi—VC—V4�
Si

5.49

AgSi—VC—C1�
Si

P6.25

AgSi—VC—Si1�
C

P5.60

Table 6
Intrinsic and effective diffusion coefficients for Ag defects studied in this paper
(values for n-type Si-rich conditions).

Defect Qint (eV) Dint
0 ðm2=sÞ Qeff (eV) Deff

0 ðm2=sÞ

Ag0
TC

0.89 9.57 � 10�8 7.88 6.30 � 10�8

AgSi—V1�
C

9.10 9.57 � 10�8 9.06 6.30 � 10�8

AgSi—2V0
C

P6.61 9.57 � 10�8 P9.55 6.30 � 10�8

AgSi—VC—V4�
Si

5.49 9.57 � 10�8 8.65 6.30 � 10�8

AgSi—VC—C1�
Si

P6.25 9.57 � 10�8 P9.66 6.30 � 10�8

AgSi—VC—Si1�
C

P5.60 9.57 � 10�8 P7.91 6.30 � 10�8
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calculated from the NEB calculation. Barriers listed for Ag defect
clusters come from the analysis of several diffusion paths studied
for each cluster. Each path is a series of hops that will be described
in Section 4. For each path a rate-limiting barrier is determined,
where the rate-limiting barrier is the change in energy from the
starting point in the path to the maximum energy along the path.
All the rate-limiting barriers are then compared among possible
paths for a given cluster and the lowest one is reported in Table
5. It is assumed that diffusion of a cluster will be dominated by this
rate-limiting barrier. A detailed example of this procedure for the
AgSi–VC defect cluster is presented in Section 4.3.

Table 5 also lists a number of barriers for self-interstitials. These
are not used in the diffusion mechanisms discussed for Ag in this
paper but we include a brief description of these energies for com-
pleteness. It should be noted that the migration energies given
here are for elementary interstitial hops, which may lead to diffu-
sion only in one direction or even not lead to long-range diffusion
at all (e.g., due to caging effects).

In Table 5 the multiple barriers listed for the Si–Si h1 1 0i0
dumbbell correspond to different single hops of the defect in the
lattice. The first number is the barrier to move one of the Si atoms
in a direction parallel to the dumbbell’s direction. The second num-
ber is the barrier to move one of the Si atoms in a direction perpen-
dicular to the dumbbell’s direction, and is the smallest of the
barriers investigated. The third number is the barrier to rotate
the dumbbell around the h1 0 0i axis.

Barriers listed for the C–C h1 0 0i0 dumbbell, as with the Si
dumbbell, are for different hops available to the defect. The first
number is the barrier for a path that moves one of the C atoms
through a C–Si h1 0 0i configuration. This barrier is calculated to
be 0.67 eV and is the lowest barrier investigated for the C–C
h1 0 0i split interstitial. The second number is the barrier to hop
one of the C atoms through a path that does not bond the moving
C to a Si atom, but instead moves the C atom directly to a neighbor-
ing C site. The barrier for this hop is 1.42 eV. The direction of this
path is perpendicular to the first path. If the first hop were taken
along the 110 direction, the second hop would be in the 1 �10
direction.

The barrier to hop the AgTC interstitial is quite low as compared
to moving substitutional Si, C, or Ag, suggesting that intrinsic diffu-
sion of the Ag interstitials will be fast relative to substitutional dif-
fusion. However, the high formation energy of the interstitials will
inhibit their ability to transport Ag effectively. The implications of
the migration and formation energetics for Ag transport are dis-
cussed in detail in the Section 4.

4. Discussion

4.1. Effective Ag diffusion

The effective diffusion coefficient for a given defect is compro-
sed of two parts, an intrinsic component and a concentration factor
[46], and can be written as

Deff
def ¼ Dint

def
cðdefÞ

sum of Ag defect concentrations
ð2Þ

where Deff
def is the intrinsic diffusion coefficient for a defect and c(def)

is the concentration of that defect. The intrinsic diffusion coefficient
is the diffusivity of the defect assuming it exists 100% of the time.
However, since Ag may spend only a fraction of its time as any spe-
cific type of defect, the effective diffusion coefficient for Ag in a gi-
ven defect, Deff

def , must be determined by modifying the Dint
def by the

fraction of time Ag is in that defect. The concentration ratio provides
the necessary modification. Thus the diffusion coefficient for a given
state of Ag will always be scaled by the fraction of time that Ag
spends in that state. In the following all diffusion coefficients will
be represented by an Arrhenius relation (D = D0 exp[�Qb]), where
b = 1/(kBT), D0 is a constant prefactor, and Q is the activation energy
of the diffusion mechanism. We will report the intrinsic and effec-
tive prefactors (Deff

0 and Deff
0 ) and activation energies (Qint and Qeff);

these results are summarized in Table 6. The Arrhenius representa-
tion is not rigorously exact but turns out to be a very good approx-
imation for our models as linear fits of ln(D) vs. 1/T typically yield
R2 = 1.00 over the temperature range used for fitting. Therefore,
for all the data reported in this section the fitting to an Arrhenius
relation introduces no significant error into the calculated diffusion
coefficients.

In the subsequent sections we will first calculate Dint
def for each

defect and then we will scale it by the appropriate concentration
ratio, which will be determined from defect formation energies.
The concentration of each defect type is approximately given by
a constant prefactor and the Boltzmann factor of the defect forma-
tion energy. The prefactor will always cancel in application of Eq.
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(2) so just the Boltzmann factors will be used to represent the con-
centrations. For example, if the only defects present in the system
were AgSi and AgSi–VC then the denominator in Eq. (2) would be
(exp[�3.71b] + exp[�3.46b]). Contributions from all identified de-
fects are included in the calculation of the denominator of Eq.
(2). Below we describe the determination of the rate-limiting bar-
rier and the estimation of Dint

def and Deff
def for each of the Ag defects

identified in this work. Calculations are carried out for n-type SiC
and a Si-rich environment. As pointed out in Section 3.2, Ag substi-
tutional diffusion analysis will not be done here as AgC–VC and
AgSi–VSi are unstable structures.

4.2. Ag interstitials

The intrinsic diffusion coefficient Dint
AgTC

is given by Dint
0 �

expð�bQ intÞ where Qint is equal to the migration barrier. For the
Ag interstitial, the migration barrier is 0.89 eV. We will assume
that Dint

0 is the hop distance squared multiplied by an attempt fre-
quency. This expression for D0 does not include any effects of geo-
metrical constraints on the allowed hop directions and does not
account for the possibility of having more than one interstitial
atom per lattice site. The hop distance is the same as the Si–Si or
C–C distance in SiC, which is 3.09 Å. Assuming the attempt fre-
quency to be equal to the phonon frequency of 1012 Hz, we esti-
mate Dint

0 ¼ 9:57� 10�8 m2=s. Note that in the analysis of the
prefactor we have neglected contributions from defect formation
and migration entropies. These contributions typically contribute
1–2 orders of magnitude to Dint

0 .
Inserting the intrinsic diffusion coefficient for AgTC and the con-

centration of AgTC (exp[�10.49b]) into Eq. (2), the effective diffu-
sion coefficient Deff can be obtained as a function of T. Fitting this
function to an Arrhenius relation in the range 800–1800 �C yields
Dint

0 ¼ 6:30� 10�8m2=s and Qeff = 7.88 eV.

4.3. AgSi–VC

Diffusion analysis for Ag defect clusters is more complicated
than the analysis just done for Ag interstitials. The reason for this
complexity is that there are many different ways of moving the de-
fect cluster within the SiC lattice. Therefore, the following Sections
4.3–4.7 will contain detailed analysis of many diffusion pathways,
many of which will turn out to be very slow and have little effect
on Ag diffusion. The detailed analysis demonstrates that the search
has been comprehensive and provides guidance for those inter-
ested in hopping mechanisms for defect clusters. However, if the
reader is not interested in these details, they are invited to skip
to Section 4.8 which provides a summary on the different mecha-
nisms of Ag diffusion.

In order to make the analysis of defect cluster diffusion simpler,
we will adhere to the following rules in considering what hops are
possible for the defect cluster: (1) the accompanying defects (i.e.,
the defects that make up the cluster with Ag) must remain in either
first nearest neighbor or second nearest neighbor configuration
with the Ag and (2) Ag movement must hop directly to the accom-
panying defects or use the space provided by the accompanying
defects to move. The reason for (1) is that if a defect in the defect
cluster becomes separated beyond second nearest neighbor dis-
tance the diffusion analysis should be treated as diffusion without
the accompanying defect because the accompanying defect is not
able to enhance Ag movement when separated beyond that dis-
tance. At such large separations the defect cluster is treated as
effectively having become unbound. For example, consider
AgSi–VC. If the accompanying VC were to move beyond the second
nearest neighbor shell of the AgSi, diffusion analysis should be done
on AgSi alone without the aid of VC. The VC is unable to enhance
AgSi diffusion unless it is close enough to AgSi to let the empty
space provided by the vacancy help Ag move in the lattice. The rea-
son for (2) is that we seek to understand how the accompanying
defects help Ag movement. All defect clusters involve AgSi as one
of the defects. If Ag moved in such a way as to not use space pro-
vided by the accompanying defects, the Ag would be swapping
places with another Si atom in the close packed SiC structure. This
puts two atoms into the same interstitial space, where that inter-
stitial space is limited in size by the surrounding pure SiC lattice.
Such movements are not energetically favorable. We will therefore
restrict our analysis to Ag movements that involve using the defect
cluster’s accompanying defects.

In treating each defect cluster, we will be looking for paths
where each path can be defined to be a series of atomic hops that
move the defect cluster to a symmetrically equivalent configura-
tion that is displaced from the initial configuration by the distance
of second nearest neighbors in SiC (i.e., a path that hops Ag from
one Si to another neighboring site). In looking at this definition
of a path, it is helpful to realize that there are two types of hops:
(1) hops that actually move Ag and (2) hops that just move the
accompanying defects around Ag. Hops of type 2 generally have
lower barriers and serve to change the orientation of the cluster.
They are generally not rate-limiting barriers and will be called
reorientation hops. Hops of type (1) actually move Ag and gener-
ally provide the rate-limiting barriers. These will be called Ag hops.
Therefore, it is helpful to divide paths into two types of paths: (1)
reorientation paths which are a series of reorientation hops and (2)
Ag paths which are a series of Ag hops. In the following, reorienta-
tion paths will generally be presented first as they do not provide
the rate-limiting barriers for the defect cluster’s diffusion. After
treating the reorientation paths, Ag paths will be treated to find
their rate-limiting barriers which, in general, provide the rate-lim-
iting barriers for the defect cluster’s diffusion.

Note that in the following discussion of AgSi–VC diffusion, all
energies of activated states will be given relative to the energy of
the AgSi–VC cluster. This will be done even when the specific hop
being considered is an intermediate along a multistep path, and
therefore may not be a hop that starts from the AgSi–VC cluster.
Although this reference may be less intuitive in some cases, when
referenced this way the largest activation energy can simply be ta-
ken as the rate-limiting barrier for the path under discussion.

The AgSi–VC defect cluster has two methods of moving the
accompanying defect VC such that the VC stays within the distance
needed to aid Ag movement. Therefore, there are two reorientation
paths:

i. The C vacancy hopping around the AgSi to another C lattice
site (similar to normal C vacancy diffusion but with a AgSi

as the nearest neighbor). There is only one reorientation
hop in this reorientation path. The barrier for this hop was
calculated to be 8.02 eV, which will also be the rate-limiting
barrier for this reorientation path. While this barrier is quite
high, it will be shown that Ag paths for this cluster will have
higher rate-limiting barriers.

ii. The C vacancy hopping away from Ag as in Fig. 7a. The C
vacancy is now unbound from the Ag atom. The C vacancy
then hops as Fig. 7b to reform the defect cluster. There are
two reorientation hops in this reorientation path that are
actually equivalent and just mirror images of each other.
The barrier for each of these hops, relative to the formation
energy of AgSi–VC, was calculated to be 5.97 eV, which is also
the rate-limiting barrier for this reorientation path.

There are only two Ag hops available that utilize the VC. The first
is Ag moving into the C vacancy, and the other is the Ag swapping
with a neighboring Si by moving through the space provided by the
C vacancy. The former is a stable hop only if a Si atom fills the



Fig. 7. Schematic picture showing a reorientation path of moving the C vacancy within the AgSi–VC defect complex. (a) The initial configuration and the first reorientation hop
where the C vacancy swaps places with a second nearest-neighbor C. (b) The intermediate configuration with C vacancy is unbound from Ag. (c) The final configuration after
the C vacancy hops back toward Ag.
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vacancy left behind by the Ag; otherwise, the Ag would fall back
toward the Si site rather than stay near the C site. Therefore, there
are only two Ag paths available:

i. A direct swapping of the AgSi with a neighboring Si, as
depicted in Fig. 8. There is only one Ag hop in this Ag path.
The barrier was calculated to be 9.10 eV and is the rate-lim-
iting barrier for this Ag path.

ii. AgSi moving into the C vacancy while a Si simultaneously
hops into the Si site that used to be occupied by the Ag atom,
as shown in Fig. 9a. Ag occupies a C site, and the vacancy is
on a Si site. Then, the Ag atom moves into a Si site at the
same time the Si atom that occupies that site hops to fill
the Si vacancy as depicted in Fig. 9b. There are two Ag hops
in this Ag path that are actually equivalent and mirror
images of each other. The barrier for both of these hops
was calculated to be 9.21 eV and is the rate-limiting barrier
for this Ag path.

The lowest rate-limiting barrier for the Ag paths was that for di-
rectly swapping the Ag with a neighboring Si, 9.10 eV. All of the
rate-limiting barriers for the reorientation paths are lower than
this value, therefore the rate-limiting barrier for AgSi–VC diffusion
is 9.10 eV, and the intrinsic diffusion activation energy Qint is as-
sumed to be equal to the rate-limiting barrier. The intrinsic prefac-
tor Dint

0 is taken to be the same as with Ag interstitials (9.57 �
10�8 m2/s).

We stress again that all of these energies are reported relative to
the formation energy of the starting configuration (AgSi–VC). This
approach is somewhat unconventional for hops that do not start
from the AgSi–VC state; however, it is justified here because it is
the total change in energy from the stable cluster to the top of
the barrier that controls diffusion.

Inserting the intrinsic diffusion coefficient for AgSi–VC and the
concentration of AgSi–VC (exp[�3.46b]) into Eq. (2), the effective
diffusion coefficient Deff can be obtained as a function of T. Fitting
this function to an Arrhenius relation in the range of 800–1800 �C
yields Deff

0 ¼ 6:30� 10�8 m2=s and Qeff = 9.06 eV.
Fig. 8. Schematic picture of a simple Ag and Si hop in the AgSi–VC defect cluster. The
hopping path is shown by the arrows.
4.4. AgSi–2VC

We will now analyze the larger Ag defect clusters. In these de-
fect clusters, the Ag atom is accompanied by more than one addi-
tional defect, such as two C vacancies around a Ag on Si
substitutional defect (AgSi–2VC). In general, the diffusion of clusters
is quite complex, and all possible paths cannot practically be ex-
plored with well converged ab initio elastic band calculations.
Therefore, the goal of the following analysis will be to determine
if any path might provide a faster diffusion mechanisms than inter-
stitial Ag (Qeff = 7.88 eV), which is the fastest diffusion mechanism
for Ag we have found up to this point.

For the treatment of AgSi–2VC diffusion analysis, we will assume
that the intrinsic prefactor Dint

0 for all paths is equal to
9.57 � 10�8 m2/s, which is the same as used for Ag interstitials.
The AgSi–2VC defect cluster has only one reorientation path that
consists of a single reorientation hop: moving a C vacancy around
the Ag atom. The barrier for this reorientation path was found to be
5.02 eV. If this barrier were assumed to be Qint for AgSi–2VC, Eq. (2)
predicts Qeff = 7.96 eV, a value that is slightly larger than Qeff for Ag
interstitials (7.88 eV). To determine if the cluster has additional
higher barriers it is necessary to consider the possible cluster hop-
ping mechanisms. As the cluster hopping mechanisms can be quite
complex and difficult to converge, the analysis below combines se-
lect calculations of key steps with more qualitative arguments.

To determine Ag paths, we first consider the three types of Ag
hops in the AgSi–2VC cluster. Illustrations of these hops will be pro-
vided in the context of the Ag paths that comprise them. The first
Ag hop moves Ag on the line defined by the two vacancies. The sec-
ond Ag hop moves Ag through the two vacancies to another Si site.
The third Ag hop moves the Ag atom into one of the C vacancies,
but this configuration is unstable unless a neighboring Si moves
into the Si site which used to hold the Ag. These combined hops
effectively unbind both vacancies from the Ag and may be energet-
ically unfavorable based upon the binding energy for AgSi–2VC

(�5.66 eV). Ag hops of type three will not be explicitly investigated
as it turns out to be a possible activated state for Ag paths that use
Ag hops of type 2.

Three Ag paths can be constructed to investigate the remaining
two Ag hops. The first identified Ag path is a ring diffusion mech-
anism based on the second Ag hop mentioned above and is sche-
matically shown in Fig. 10. In this mechanism the Ag atom
moves through one of the first nearest-neighbor C vacancies to
one of the second nearest neighbor Si lattice sites. In this process
Ag will kick out a Si atom, which in turn will move to another near-
est neighbor Si site kicking out the second Si atom. The latter Si
atom will move into the site that was originally occupied by the
Ag atom. At the same time a C atom will move into the C vacancy
from which the Ag atom moved away. A one-image nudged elastic



Fig. 9. Schematic picture of moving Ag in the AgSi–VC defect cluster via an indirect Si hop. (a) The initial configuration along with hop paths. Ag moves to the C site, and Si
vacancy hops away from Ag. (b) The intermediate configuration along with hop paths that bring Si vacancy back to Ag. (c) The final configuration.

Fig. 10. Ring mechanism of diffusion for AgSi–2VC. (a) Initial configuration of the
defect cluster. Here, the Ag atom, two Si atoms, and a C atom move in a clockwise
rotation to move the entire defect cluster. (b) Final configuration after all atoms
move.
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band (NEB) calculation of this hop yields a migration barrier of
6.61 eV relative to the formation energy of AgSi–2VC. Although
more images are required in NEB calculations to determine the
barrier accurately, the estimated 6.61 eV can be considered as a
lower bound on the actual barrier. If we assume Qint for AgSi–2VC

is equal to 6.61 eV, Eq. (2) predicts Qeff for AgSi–2VC to be
9.55 eV. As Qeff for Ag interstitials is 7.88 eV, this first Ag path for
AgSi–2VC will diffuse Ag far slower than the Ag interstitial
mechanism.

The second possible Ag path for AgSi–2VC is shown in Fig. 11 and
is based on the second Ag hop described above. In the first step the
Ag atom switches positions with a Si atom utilizing the space pro-
vided by the two nearby C vacancies (Fig. 11a). In this process one
of the C vacancies is unbound from Ag in that it no longer tetrahe-
drally coordinates the Ag atom (Fig. 11b). A C atom that does tet-
rahedrally-coordinate the Ag’s new position then hops into the
unbound C vacancy (Fig. 11b); this effectively rebinds the C va-
cancy to the Ag atom (Fig. 11c). A one-image NEB calculation gives
the barrier of the first step in this path (Fig. 11a) to be 7.04 eV rel-
Fig. 11. Hopping mechanism for AgSi–2VC where one of the vacancies is unbound by the
hop. The initial configuration and the hopping path are shown in (a). In part (b), a C atom
cluster is shown in (c).
ative to the formation energy of AgSi–2VC. Similarly to the hops
considered in the second path and discussed in previous para-
graphs, here the migration barrier is not exact, but rather it pro-
vides a lower bound on the actual barrier. This estimated barrier
for diffusion of the AgSi–2VC defect complex is larger than the bar-
rier obtained for the first Ag path, and will therefore be slower than
that mechanism. The second Ag path will not be considered
further.

The third and last Ag path we considered is similar to the sec-
ond path in that one of the C vacancies is unbound from the Ag
atom, but it is based on the first Ag hop described above. As shown
in Fig. 12a this process is accomplished in such a way as to use the
space of only one of the C vacancies to switch the Ag atom with a
neighboring Si atom. This swapping of Ag and Si positions is the
first step in this path. In the second step, the unbound C vacancy
will have to hop around the lattice to rebind to the Ag atom
(Fig. 12b). Two different possibilities exist for the C vacancy move-
ment and are shown in Fig. 12b.

An estimate of the barrier for the first step in this Ag path can be
obtained by an analysis of similar hops that have already been
investigated. The second Ag path for AgSi–2VC involves Ag swap-
ping with Si by using two C vacancies (Fig. 11a). The barrier for that
Ag hop was calculated to be at least 7.04 eV. In the investigation of
AgSi–VC, two methods of swapping Ag with a neighboring Si using
the bound C vacancy were considered (Figs. 8 and 9). Each had a
barrier over 9 eV. These high barriers from previous calculations
suggest that the barrier for swapping Ag with Si in the third Ag
path for AgSi–2VC (Fig. 11a) will also be high. It is not unreasonable
to expect the barrier for this Ag–Si swap to be over 7 eV. Thus, the
rate-limiting barrier for the third Ag path will be at least as large as
the barrier found for the second Ag path investigated for AgSi–2VC.
As the second Ag path has already been established as slow com-
pared to the first Ag path, we will not consider Ag path three
further.

To summarize the above discussion, we found that the lowest
barrier found for the AgSi–2VC defect cluster to be at least
switching of the Ag with a Si atom. The space of both C vacancies is available for this
is shown to hop into the unbound C vacancy. The final configuration of the defect



Fig. 12. Hopping mechanism for AgSi–2VC where the space of only one C vacancy is used for the Ag–Si swap. The initial configuration and the Ag–Si swap are depicted in (a).
Part (b) shows the intermediate configuration and possible pathways to rebind the unbound C vacancy. Two possible paths exist for the unbound C vacancy: a C moves via
two hops directly through the vacancies (solid arrows), or the C vacancy hops around the C sub-lattice until it reaches a C site next to the Ag atom (dashed arrows).
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6.61 eV. This predicts a Qeff for the AgSi–2VC cluster to be greater
than 9.55 eV which is larger than that of Ag interstitials (7.88 eV).
4.5. AgSi–VC–VSi

For the treatment of reorientation and Ag paths in the AgSi–VC–
VSi defect cluster, we deviate from the procedure used in previous
defect clusters and will first present the Ag paths rather than the
orientation paths as it turns out that moving Ag in AgSi–VC–VSi is
very easy and does not provide the rate-limiting barriers for
AgSi–VC–VSi diffusion.

There are three possible Ag paths. They are shown in Fig. 13.
Each Ag path has only one Ag hop:

i. Ag swaps with the VSi; shown by the solid line in Fig. 13. This
is an easy hop that has a barrier of 0.58 eV. This low barrier
for the Ag–VSi swap implies that Ag can move freely between
the Si sites in this defect cluster. The activated state for this
path is the AgC–2VSi defect cluster.

ii. Ag moves into the VC; shown by the dashed-dotted line in
Fig. 13. The only way for this to be stable, however, is for
two Si atoms to fill the two Si vacancies at the same time;
otherwise the Ag atom will quickly fall back onto a Si site.
This type of movement (two Si atoms moving to fill the
two vacancies at the same time) is not likely. The Ag–VSi

swap in (i) above already provides a ready mechanism to
move Ag. As it is unlikely for this new Ag path to have a
lower barrier this Ag path is not considered further.

iii. Ag swaps with a Si atom that tetrahehrally coordinates the
VC; shown by the dashed line in Fig. 13. This type of move-
ment only utilizes the space of the VC and puts two atoms
within that interstitial space. Such a process has not yielded
a low barrier in similar hops investigated for other defect
clusters (see AgSi–VC and AgSi–2VC). This hop, and therefore
this Ag path, is unlikely to have a lower barrier than that
found for the Ag–VSi swap. This path will not be considered
further.
Fig. 13. Possible hops for Ag in AgSi–VC–VSi.
Due to the expectation that others barriers will be higher, the
only barrier investigated with ab initio is that for the first Ag path
(i), which swaps Ag with the VSi. As this barrier is so low, it is un-
likely that another Ag path exists that will be faster, and if one does
exist, it will have a small impact on the overall diffusivity of AgSi–
VC–VSi. The rate-limiting barrier for the Ag paths is therefore set at
the barrier for path (i) above, or 0.58 eV.

There are two reorientation paths that include four unique
reorientation hops available to the AgSi–VC–VSi structure:

i. VSi hops around VC as shown in Fig. 14a. The Si vacancy then
hops away from the C vacancy (Fig. 14b) and the Si vacancy
is now unbound from the cluster. In the next step (Fig. 14c),
the C vacancy hops to reform the defect cluster. The final
configuration of the defect cluster is shown in Fig. 14d. There
are three distinct reorientation hops in this path. The last
two hops can actually proceed in any order.

ii. The C vacancy hops around Ag (Fig. 15a) in such a way that
the Si vacancy must hop at least twice to reform the cluster.
One possibility for the Si hop is via the solid line in Fig. 15b
and then via the dashed line in the same figure, where the
latter hop reforms the cluster. Alternatively, the Si vacancy
can hop via the dashed-dotted line in Fig. 15b, but this con-
figuration is indistinguishable in terms of energy and sym-
metry from the configuration before the Si vacancy hop.
Consequently the two other hops (solid and dashed lines)
for the Si vacancy are still necessary to reform the cluster.
There are three distinct reorientation hops in this reorienta-
tion path. The last VSi hop (the hop that ultimately reforms
the cluster), the dashed line in Fig. 15b, is the reverse of
the second VSi hop in path (i) and therefore has the same
barrier.

The first reorientation hop for the first reorientation path has a
calculated barrier of 2.45 eV. The second reorientation hop, that of
the VSi hopping away from the VC (shown in Fig. 14b), has a calcu-
lated barrier of 3.63 eV. The third hop (Fig. 14c), which is the C va-
cancy hop, can actually proceed either by a direct hop (solid arrow)
or by an indirect hop (dashed arrows) where the C vacancy hops
away from the Ag and then back to it. The indirect type of reorien-
tation hops are also seen in the analysis of AgSi–VC in Section 4.3.
The barrier to hop the C atom directly to the neighboring C lattice
site is 5.49 eV. The barrier to hop the C vacancy away from Ag is
calculated to be 4.06 eV and the barrier to hop it back is 5.84 eV.
The rate-limiting barrier for the indirect hop is 5.84 eV which is
higher than the 5.49 barrier for directly hopping the C vacancy
(Fig. 14c solid arrow). Therefore we will assume the third reorien-
tation hop in the first reorientation path proceeds with the C va-
cancy hopping directly around the Ag atom and has a barrier of



Fig. 14. A reorientation path for AgSi–VC–VSi. The initial configuration is shown in (a) where the Si vacancy will then hop around the C vacancy. In (b) the Si vacancy hops
away from the C vacancy which then follows the Si vacancy by hopping as shown in (c). The final configuration of the defect cluster is shown in (d).

Fig. 15. Depiction of the second reorientation path for AgSi–VC–VSi. The C vacancy
hops away from the Si vacancy so that the Si vacancy must hop at least twice to
reform the cluster. In part (a), the C vacancy hops away. In (b) the Si vacancy can
move to reform the defect cluster by two possible paths: the first is a path of two
hops depicted by the solid and dashed lines, the second is a path that hops the Si
vacancy around the Si lattice, depicted by the dashed-dotted line.

Fig. 16. Possible hops for CSi in AgSi–VC–CSi. Details provided in text.
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5.49 eV. The rate-limiting barrier for reorientation path one is
5.49 eV.

In the second reorientation path, the first reorientation hop
(Fig. 15a) has a barrier of at least 7.02 eV as predicted by a one-im-
age NEB calculation. Since this barrier is already larger than that
calculated for the first reorientation path, we will not calculate bar-
riers for the remaining reorientation hops nor an intrinsic diffusion
constant for the second reorientation path.

Based on the rate-limiting barrier for reorientation path 1, the
intrinsic diffusion coefficient Qint for AgSi–VC–VSi is estimated to
be 5.49 eV. Similarly to the other hopping species the intrinsic pre-
factor Dint

0 is assumed to be 9.57 � 10�8 m2/s (see discussion of Ag
interstitial diffusion for the derivation).

Inserting the intrinsic diffusion coefficient for AgSi–VC–VSi and
the concentration of AgSi–VC–VSi (exp[�6.65b]) into Eq. (2), the
effective diffusion coefficient Deff can be obtained as a function of
T. Fitting this function to an Arrhenius relation in the range of
800–1800 �C yields Deff

0 ¼ 6:30� 10�8 m2=s and Qeff = 8.65 eV.

4.6. AgSi–VC–CSi

The AgSi–VC–CSi defect cluster is similar in configuration to
AgSi–VC–VSi except that the VSi becomes a CSi. Here, it will be
shown that investigation of how the CSi can move is all that is nec-
essary to show that this defect cluster will have a larger Qeff than
interstitial diffusion. If all the barriers to move CSi predict slower
Qeff than interstitial diffusion, it will not be necessary to construct
and investigate diffusion paths for AgSi–VC–CSi as all paths will in-
clude at least one hop to move CSi.

We identify three key hops of the CSi that control the diffusion
of the AgSi–VC–CSi cluster. These hops are all depicted in Fig. 16.
There are two reorientation hops and one Ag hop. The hops de-
picted by the dashed line and the dashed-dotted line are reorienta-
tion hops. The first reorientation hop has CSi switching places with
a Si atom that tetrahedrally coordinates the C vacancy (dashed line
in Fig. 16). The migration barrier for this swap is 7.35 eV. The sec-
ond reorientation hop (dashed-dotted line in Fig. 16) moves the
antisite defect away from the C vacancy. Using one-image NEB cal-
culations we predict this hop to have a barrier of at least 9.14 eV.
The Ag hop is marked with the solid line in Fig. 16; the CSi can swap
with Ag. This hop is particularly important as other hops for the Ag
atom are expected to be very high based on our earlier analysis of
the AgSi–VC cluster. The activated state for this hop is also the same
activated state for Ag simple diffusion on the Si sub-lattice; there-
fore, simple Si substitutional diffusion is directly considered via the
analysis of this hop. The barrier for swapping of Ag and CSi is calcu-
lated to be 6.25 eV. The high barriers for hopping CSi are not that
surprising given that all the hops involve two atoms being in the
same interstitial space at the same time. Since hopping of CSi by
one of these three hops is necessary to diffuse the AgSi–VC–VSi clus-
ter, we can conclude that the intrinsic activation barrier Qint for
AgSi–VC–CSi is at least 6.25 eV, the smallest of the investigated bar-
riers. Using the same intrinsic prefactor Dint

0 as for other defect
clusters (9.57 � 10�8 m2/s) Eq. (2) predicts Qeff will be at least
9.66 eV for the AgSi–VC–CSi defect cluster. As this Qeff is larger than
that for Ag interstitials, no other hops need to be investigated for
this cluster.

4.7. AgSi–VC–SiC

The AgSi–VC–VSi defect is similar in structure to AgSi–2VC. As
with AgSi–VC–CSi we only need to consider the reorientation hops
associated with SiC movement in the AgSi–VC–SiC cluster to deter-
mine the diffusivity of the AgSi–VC–SiC defect cluster. There are
two possible reorientation hops for SiC and are depicted in Fig. 17.

The first reorientation hop involves moving the SiC to another C
site that is occupied by a C atom (the dashed line in Fig. 17). The



Fig. 17. Possible hops for SiC that re-orient the AgSi–VC–SiC defect cluster.
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barrier for this reorientation hop is 6.27 eV. The second reorienta-
tion hop moves the SiC to the existing C vacancy (the solid line in
Fig. 17). The barrier for this reorientation hop is 5.60 eV. As reori-
entation hops of these two types must be present to effectively
move the defect cluster, we conclude that intrinsic activation bar-
rier Qint for AgSi–VC–SiC will be at least 5.6 eV. Assuming Dint

0 is the
same as for other defect clusters (9.57 � 10�8 m2/s), Qeff is at least
7.91 eV according to Eq. (2). Therefore, at best, AgSi–VC–SiC will
move Ag slightly slower than the Ag interstitial mechanism. Given
the high barriers obtained for Ag movement in the AgSi–VC defect
cluster, it is likely that Qint is larger than 5.60 eV for AgSi–VC–SiC.
A high barrier to move Ag would potentially make AgSi–VC–SiC dif-
fusion much slower than Ag interstitial diffusion. However, a de-
tailed study of Ag path barriers has not been undertaken on this
cluster.
4.8. Summary

All the diffusion coefficients, both intrinsic and effective, that
were discussed in this paper are summarized in Table 6. Our re-
sults predict that in single-crystal SiC Ag will diffuse primarily as
an interstitial, with an effective activation barrier of 7.88 eV.
Although the intrinsic diffusion barrier for Ag interstitial diffusion
is only 0.89 eV, the effective diffusion rate is significantly reduced
by the relatively short time Ag spends as an interstitial. This reduc-
tion is the result of the high formation energies of Ag interstitials.

As shown in Table 1, the experimentally determined upper
bounds for the Ag diffusion coefficient in bulk SiC are 5 � 10�21

m2/s (1500 �C) [8] and 10�21 m2/s (1300 �C) [7]. Using the Ag inter-
stitial Deff

0 and Qeff from Table 6, we estimate the diffusion coeffi-
cient of Ag at 1300 �C and 1500 �C to be 3.6 � 10�33 and 2.5 �
10�30 m2/s, respectively. These predicted diffusion coefficients
are well below the upper bounds proposed for Ag bulk diffusion,
and are thus consistent with the existing understanding that Ag
bulk diffusion is very slow and is not able to account for the rela-
tively fast diffusion seen in integral release measurements on poly-
crystalline SiC. If one assumes that the measured diffusion
coefficients from polycrystalline samples (see Table 1) are due to
grain boundary diffusion, then the very low bulk diffusivity pre-
dicted in our study is consistent with Ag in SiC having type C kinet-
ics [47].

The key energies for Ag diffusion in bulk SiC can be identified
from the data presented here. The most stable Ag defects in the
system, which consist of Ag defect clusters, are characterized by
large migration energies. Ag is therefore effectively trapped in
the substitutional and cluster defects. The fastest mechanism, the
interstitial mechanism, is hard for Ag to access due to the high for-
mation energies for Ag interstitials. While the Ag atom can diffuse
quite fast as an interstitial, it is only able to do so rarely.

The identification of these key energies, high migration barriers
for defect clusters and high formation energy for Ag interstitials,
will allow us to focus investigations on diffusion in more complex
structures, such as grain boundaries. If it is easier to move defect
clusters in grain boundary structures, Ag diffusion will be en-
hanced, as the majority of Ag in the system (assuming significant
grain boundary segregation) will be able to move more freely. If
it becomes easier to form Ag interstitials in grain boundaries, Ag
will be able to more readily access the faster interstitial diffusion
mechanism, which will also enhance overall Ag diffusion.

As all the results here have been presented for n-type Si-rich
conditions, it is important to consider how the diffusion coeffi-
cients may change under different external chemical potentials
of Si, C and electrons. First, we consider changing from Si-rich to
C-rich conditions. In C-rich conditions, C based defects (VC, AgC,
AgSi–2VC) will change their formation energy in the positive direc-
tion (toward being less stable) by the calculated heat of formation
of SiC (�0.44 eV), which will reduce their effective diffusion coeffi-
cients by making the defects less prevalent. Si based defects (VSi,
AgSi, AgC–2VSi) would change their formation energy in the nega-
tive direction (toward being more stable) by the same amount,
thus speeding up their effective diffusion. AgSi would become the
dominant defect in n-type C-rich conditions (as opposed to
AgSi–VC, which is most stable under Si-rich conditions). Intrinsic
diffusion coefficients for all defects studied here would remain
the same, as they do not depend on the formation energy of any
other defect. Under n-type C-rich conditions we predict AgTC to
be still the fastest diffuser with effective activation energy of
8.07 eV and an effective prefactor of 5.93 � 10�8 m2/s. These values
are quite close to those found under Si-rich conditions, suggesting
that no dramatic change in diffusivity is associated with a change
from a Si- to C-rich environment.

According to Fig. 1, the most dominant defects in Si-rich and
p-type doping conditions will be Ag on C substitutionals with a
charge state of 3+. C-rich conditions will not change this ordering
although the formation energies for both AgC and AgSi–2VC will in-
crease while the formation energy for AgSi–VC will remain the
same. Ag on C substitutional diffusion will be possible given that
AgC–VC is stable in the p-type doping limit. On the other hand Ag
on Si substitutional diffusion will not be favorable because
AgSi–VSi is still metastable with respect to AgSi–VC–CSi. It is ex-
pected that the diffusion coefficient for AgC in C-rich conditions
will be slower than in Si-rich conditions due to the higher forma-
tion energy for C vacancies in the C-rich limit. The concentration
ratio in Eq. (2) will be dominated by the concentration of Ag on
C substitutionals. Diffusion coefficients for p-type conditions could
be determined by the same approach as taken in this work for
n-type conditions. However, barriers would have to be calculated
for the charge states that are stable in p-type conditions which
has not been attempted in this paper.
5. Conclusions

Using ab initio calculations, we have determined the structures
and charge states of intrinsic and Ag defects in bulk cubic 3C–SiC
(also called b-SiC) as well as the mechanisms of Ag diffusion in this
material. Our calculations have been carried out using the proper
formalism for open systems, which includes dependence of forma-
tion and migration energies on the external chemical potentials of
Si, C and electrons. Charged defect calculations are corrected to the
extent possible for errors arising from core electronic alignment,
electrostatic interactions, and under-estimation of the band gap.
All charged defect calculations have been checked to ensure that
charge states do reside in the gap. Diffusion analysis has focused
on n-type Si-rich SiC, which is consistent with the doping of as-
prepared SiC. However, the data and approaches presented here
provide a foundation for further analysis of defects in other
environments that correspond to different external chemical
potentials.

We considered possible Ag defect structures consisting of AgC

and AgSi substitutionals, Ag interstitials, and Ag-vacancy defect
complexes. We determined that Ag will most likely be found in
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the defect cluster consisting of Ag on a Si sub-lattice site coupled
with a C vacancy with a charge state of 1� AgSi � V1�

C

� �
.

The fastest diffusion mechanism for Ag in bulk SiC was found to
be that of Ag interstitials with an effective activation energy of
7.88 eV and an effective prefactor of 6.30 � 10�8 m2/s. This diffu-
sion coefficient is consistent with upper bounds of Ag diffusion
in bulk SiC proposed in the literature, and implies that Ag is not
likely to be transported by bulk diffusion. Bulk diffusion is limited
by high migration barriers for the most stable Ag defects and the
inability of Ag to reach the faster diffusing interstitial state due
to the high formation energy of interstitials. Other mechanisms,
such as grain boundary diffusion, must be investigated in order
to account for the amount of Ag transport seen in integral release
and polycrystalline ion-implantation experiments.
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